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Name: Llysfaen North-2 
Route: Gadlas Road, Quarry path, Abergele Road, 
Wern Road, Beach road, North Wales Path, 
Maidens Leap, Plas yn Llysfaen, Gadlas Road,  
Start and finish: Post Office, Gadlas Road 
OS Grid Ref: SH 898 773  
Parking: On road. 
By bus: 14 or 15 
Distance: 5.3km (3.3miles) 
Total ascent 250m (820 ft.) 
Time: 1 hour 45 minutes 
Terrain: public footpaths in open country, field 
paths, woods, some roads (pavements). 
Grade: Moderate to severe; few steep slopes, 
Few stiles including ladder stiles; kissing gates. 
Rarely muddy, some paths stony. 
Summary: A walk downhill to Llanddulas on a 
quarry path, then to the beach, up beside the 
river, ascend steeply on the North Wales Path, 
circle the quarry up to Maiden’s Leap and back to 
start. Fine views over the sea and Dulas Valley 
and distant views of Clwydian Hills and 
Carneddau Mountains. 
 
Description 
 
From the shop and post office head past the 
Golden Bowl along Gadlas Road. Go past Rhodfa 
Lwyd and turn right down the signed public 
footpath between the houses. 

 
 The path may be overgrown and muddy, but 
soon ends in Copa’r Bryn. Here head half left for 
what looks like a dead-end, enclosed on three 
sides by wooden fencing. At the far end of the  

 
fencing, turn left down another overgrown path 
with the back gardens of houses to your left. 

 
 Go across a stile and into a large field. Turn left  

 
downhill with the hedge on your left and open 
sea views ahead. Towards the bottom of the field 
the path swings slightly right and, as cottages are 
seen ahead, take the stile on the left, descending 
stone steps into Pentregwyddel Road. Turn right 
and almost immediately left at a footpath 
signpost with the path at the end of the terrace. 
There is a tall wooden fence on your left and a 
solid wall on your right, over which you can look 
down into the quarry. Skirt the backyards of 
houses and go through a kissing gate to enter a 
wooded path with the quarry to the right and 
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storage yards to the left. The path descends over 
a metal-grid bridge, through the trees (look out  

 
for hanging branches and briars), then emerges 
into more open scrub and grassland, with wild 
flowers in season. 

 
 There are good views across to the northerly-
dipping limestone beds in the quarry. 
 

 
 
 The descending path may be wet in places, but 
soon ends via a gate onto the quarry road. 

 
 Turn left here and follow the road to the A547 
Abergele Road. 

 
 Turn right, downhill, passing the old Dulas Arms 
pub opposite, now being converted into 
apartments, and with good views inland down  

 
into the quarry, particularly of the waterfowl in 
the pools, and proceed down the pavement, 
crossing Tan yr Allt Road until just before the 
pavement narrows, a rising ramp takes you into a 
housing estate.  
 
The chapel across the road, Caersalem Welsh 
Independent Chapel, was built in 1868 on the site 
of the former Bryn y felin chapel. It was rebuilt in 
1890. 
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Follow roads and pavements through the houses 
until just after the cul de sac of Erw Wen on the 
right, a path turns sharply back left downhill to 
the underpass to the A55 expressway. Go under 
this and take the first left down Wern Road, 
signposted “Beach” and “Traeth”, curving right 
then passing Morannedd Court on the right, then 
under the railway viaduct to reach the coast.  
 

If you want to play on the beach you will have to 
check the tide times before you set off! 
 
 

 
Follow Wern Road round, sharply right at the 
Lifeboat House, along the river and bearing left 
on Beach Road under the A55 flyover. Follow 
along the babbling river, looking out for dippers, 
until heading uphill and turning right when Mill 
Street is joined. Cross the road bridge to the 
Valentine Inn where you take a sort of underpass 
to the right of the inn and start climbing. 

 
This is now the North Wales Path, which ascends 
past the backs of houses and via a kissing gate  

 
into a sloping field. The path uphill is well 
trodden, particularly by sheep, and is followed, 
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quite steeply, through a gateway, to the top of the 
field where a stile on top of stone steps takes you 
into  

 
a scrubby steep little field. At the top go over a 
stile onto a narrow lane, Llindir Road. 
 

 
Turn right on the road and in a few paces back 
left onto a stony vehicle track in the woods. 
Ignore the path to the left in 25 paces, but 
instead continue uphill on the stony track through 
fern-rich woodland. 

 
 The track rises to a T junction with the quarry 
ahead behind an embankment. 
 
 Turn left up a well-used, nicely-graded track,  

 
 

 through bracken and gorse with scattered trees 
to arrive at and climb a steep section – which can 
be bypassed by a winding path on the left – to a 
kissing gate in a stone wall. 
 

 
 Follow the path uphill across open grazing with 
the quarry fence on your right. 
 At the top of the slope you may wish to head up 
left to the top of Maiden’s Leap for the all-round 
views, but beware the unprotected cliff edge in 
front of you. 
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Return to or follow the quarry fencing on the 
right across open pasture, with the landfill site 
down below on the right, to an old kissing gate. 
This part of the quarry was an extension created 
in the 1980 s which resulted in the destruction of 
the ?17th century farm of Pen y Geuffos which 
would have been roughly in the centre of the 
quarry extension.  

Pass through this uphill through gorse and into 
open pasture. There are views south to the 
Carneddau Mountains. 
 

 The path swings down and right, still with the 
security fence on the right, and now with views 
ahead to Mynydd Marian with Telegraph House 
visible. 
Follow down through gorse and bracken to 
another kissing gate. Here the path turns to the 
left. 
Now follow the enclosed wooded path around 
the edge of Plas yn Llysfaen’s fields until you 
emerge at the gateway to “The Plas”, with the 
houses of Rhoddfa Wen visible across the field to 
the right. 
 
 
 

 
Where the path joins the drive to Plas Farm turn 
right and follow the stony track for a few metres 
then branch off right to follow a grassy path. 
 

 
 Go along the line of fine old beech trees on the 
left to reach the open space by the Gadlas Road 
playground. Cross Rhodfa Wen to reach Gadlas 
Road, turn right to the post office and shop and 
the end of the walk. 


